Validation tests of a new high uptake rate passive sampler for nitrogen dioxide measurements.
This study explains the main characteristics of a new passive sampler which is able to give reliable nitrogen dioxide measurements for short time sampling. The sampling rate was found to be on average 0.89 cm3 s(-1) for indoor sampling and 1.00 cm3 s(-1) for outdoor sampling. The detection limit was evaluated at 11 microg m(-3) for a one-hour measurement. In field conditions, the passive sampler measurements were in agreement with those of the chemiluminescent NOx monitors. Measurement uncertainties were estimated at 34% and 38% for laboratory tests in conditions corresponding respectively to indoor and outdoor measurements and were evaluated at 28 to 37% depending on the nitrogen dioxide concentration for field experiments. The effects of various factors on the passive sampler were determined in an exposure chamber. The sampling rate of the retained sampler version was not significantly influenced by wind speeds superior to 0.3 m s(-1). A decrease of the uptake rate is observed for high nitrogen dioxide doses. The sampling rate increases linearly with temperature (2% per degree C). The relative humidity has only a weak effect.